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Supplies:
- White/Light Crepe Paper
- Button
- Circle Punch
- Cardstock
- Clear Drying Liquid Glue
- Non-Stick Craft Mat
- Color Spray (examples: Glimmer Mist, Walnut Ink spray, 
  Color Wash spray)
- Glimmer Glam (optional)

Step One:
Spray Glimmer Mist onto non-stick craft mat.   Scrunch up 
a length of crepe paper and dab it into the puddles of color.  
Repeat as needed to color crepe paper as desired. NOTE: For 
this example, about three feet of crepe paper was used.

Step Two:
Carefully flatten out colored crepe paper and set aside to dry.  
A heat tool may be used to speed up drying.
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Crepe Paper Flowers Tutorial
Holly Brown created and filmed this pretty technique. It is an easy, custom made

embellishment for any project.
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Step Three:
Punch a circle from cardstock.  Cover circle with liquid glue.

Step Four:
Starting with one end of crepe paper, adhere the bottom edge 
to the outside of the adhesive circle.  Scrunch up the crepe 
paper and continue adhering along the outside of the circle.

Step Five:
When the outside of the circle is covered, move inside and 
continue adhering the bottom edge of the crepe paper to the 
circle.  Additional glue may be needed to adhere crepe paper 
to circle.

Step Six:
Use a dab of glue to secure the end of the crepe paper to the 
center of the “flower.”  Set aside to let glue dry.

Step Eight:
OPTIONAL:  Add extra color and glitter by randomly paint-
ing Glimmer Glam or similar product on flower.  Let it dry, 
then use flower as desired.

Step Seven:
Adhere a button to the center of the flower.
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Finished Card:
Artwork: Holly Brown

Finished Card:
Artist: Ann Clack
Stamps: Art Neko/About Art Accents
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Finished Card:
Artist:  Ann Clack
Stamps: Peddlers Pack, Stampin’ Up!
©1998-2012 Stampin’ Up!®


